As a specific systematic assessment, many effect factors of coal mine safety evaluation cannot be directly quantified because of their complexities and uncertainties. Generally, a large number of experts are needed for making auxiliary decisions. To a great extent, the dependability of the evaluation results heavily depends on the reliability of the expert decisions. The present paper, based on the similarity and difference of expert decisions, established an expert reliability model. The expert reliability obtained from this model is a kind of objective and dynamic weight which can properly overcome the pitfalls of the static weighting in the traditional method.
Introduction
The coal production system is a special and complicated man-machine-environment system. In this system, there are many factors affecting the coal mine safety, and the relationships of these factors are complex. Additionally, it is very difficult to study most of these factors by using quantitative method directly, which often requires a large number of experts to make auxiliary decisions. As a result, the reliability of expert decision which should be evaluated by a series of scientific standards, will directly affect the accuracy of the final coal mine safety evaluation. However, literatures concerning the reliability of the decision made by experts in coal mine safety evaluation or the expert reliability are still very limited up to now and all methods available for determining expert reliability (weighting) are subjective and static [1] [2] [3] [4] . This kind of weight determining process is strong in subjectivity and casualness, but lack of normalization.
Consequently, current study establishes an uncertain AHP model based on the reliability of expert decision in terms of solving the following two aspects: (1) expert reliability. The expert weight obtained by this model is dynamic and objective, vary with the different evaluation information given by the experts, i.e. the expert reliability is determined by its understanding and controlling degree of factors. (2) Index weight. This model replaces the traditional AHP and centralization statistical method with uncertain AHP method. It does not only overcome the ambiguousness and uncertainty of knowledge, but also solves the multifactor sequencing problem [5] [6] [7] . This paper is divided into five parts. The first part is the introduction, which analyzes the application background of the uncertain AHP model based on expert decision reliability in coal mine safety evaluation. The second part illustrates the principle of expert decision reliability. The third part makes an empirical study with examples of coal mine safety evaluation. The fourth part is the discussion and analysis on the results. The fifth part is conclusions.
Principles of expert decision reliability
The reliability of expert panel decision in coal mine safety evaluation study is generally determined by the prestige and reputation of the experts. This weighting method, to some extent, is static and subjective as well as can not reflect the experts' understanding level about the decision problem completely and objectively. While the expert's dynamic weight is determined by connecting the expert with his decision's status in the panel decision which means that the expert reliability is determined by his own decision reliability. Both the overall similarity and local difference of expert decisions should be taken into consideration when investigating the expert decision reliability [8] [9] .
In order to analyze the similarity and difference of expert decisions, we proposed some definitions as follows: Definition 1: The expert decision in this context particularly refers to the uncertain AHP judgment matrix presented by the experts.
Definition 2: The concepts of similarity and difference in this paper are based on the principle of minority obeying the majority. 
Difference of uncertain judgment matrices in group decision
Supposing the similarity and difference among uncertain judgment matrices are two variables in assessing expert decision reliability and the expert reliability is denoted by decision reliability. Then, the obtained expert weight is dynamic and its reliability varies with the judgment matrix. The corresponding formula is:
Calculation of uncertain AHP model based on expert decision reliability
(1) Invite relevant experts to score the uncertain AHP judgment matrices, i.e. construct the uncertain AHP judgment matrices.
(2) Evaluate the reliability of expert decision. Based on the above theory of similarity and difference among uncertain AHP judgment matrices, the following items can be calculated:
Similarity of uncertain judgment matrices (eq. 1.2). Difference of uncertain judgment matrices (eq. 3.4). Expert decision reliability, i.e. expert reliability. (3) Calculate the weight ordering interval of uncertain judgment matrices. Presently, there are many literatures concerning the weight sequence of uncertain AHP. Some weight calculation methods for optimal ordering have been proposed continuously and, up to now, there are above 10 different methods. After a comprehensive comparison of various methods, according to Fan and Pan (1996) [10] , the uncertain AHP weight can be calculated by employing the following steps:
The consistent matrix 
（6)
Construct the range matrix
（7)
The weight vectors of range matrix 
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Determination of the index system
The selection of index system is the foundation and key point in the coal mine safety evaluation. Although many researchers as well as literatures focus on this area, there seems to be no consistent solution for this issue so far [11] [12] . On the one hand, it is difficult to unify the index system due to the great difference among various mines. On the other hand, it is also difficult to unify the quantitative standard of indexes even if they have the same system as the influence degree varies in different mines. Thus, the current investigation about safety index system and weight (security risk value) is based on the national average level. In spite of each coal mine may have its own index system and weight, the methodology proposed here can be used in global scale.
Based on the investigation and analysis of safety accidents within national coal production system, together with opinions from relevant experts and conclusions from previous researchers, the main safety accident indexes to assess coal production system can be divided into 8 categories in terms of accidents influencing coal mine safety. They are roof accidents, gas accidents, water accidents, fire accidents, dust accidents, blasting accidents, transportation & lift accidents, and electromechanical accidents as is shown in Fig. 1 Fig. 1. Evaluation index system of safety accidents in coal production system
Determination of expert decision reliability and weight index
Five experts were engaged in current coal mine safety research to construct their own uncertain AHP judgment matrix (See Table 1 ). The experts must be familiar with the laws, regulations and relevant technical standards of coal mine safety production and involved in this field for at least 10 years. Two supplementary explanations should be point out: (1) only five experts were invited to make decisions in this empirical research and this may affect the accuracy of final evaluation results to some extent. But this study aims at introducing a new evaluation method for coal production system. In practical application, more experts can be invited to improve the reliability of group decision according to the actual situation. (2) Out of the full data-sets only one decision matrix are presented for illustrative purposes as well as because of the limited space. Table 2 shows the results, by using computer program, derived from calculation processes in Section 2.3. 
Discussion
It can be seen from Table 2 that (1) the values of decision reliability of all experts are in the range from 0.186 to 0.215. The expert reliability is no longer the traditional static weighting which is dynamic and determined by its decision matrix, namely decision reliability; and (2) the gas accident accounting for 35.3% of all coal mine accidents is the main risk and brings the most potential hazard to coal mine safety. In addition, the roof accidents and water accidents account for 30.7% and 9.3% of all accidents. Finally, fire, dust, blasting, transportation and electromechanical accidents account for 5%, 6.4%, 2.9%, 7.6% and 2.8% of all accidents, respectively.
In order to assess the reliability of evaluation results, a comparison was performed between the results and the total death toll in coal mine accidents from 2001-2006,see table 3. Death toll is the most important index to evaluate the risk loss of coal mine safety and can reflect the risk of accidents.
As shown in Fig. 2 that (1) two curves almost coverage with each other and this partly confirms the reliability of evaluation results; and (2) two curves don't completely coincide with each other which may be caused by the following two reasons: Firs of all, their statistical data calibers are different. Death toll is from the accident loss while the risk value in system evaluation is from the double viewpoints of risk loss and probability. Secondly, only 5 experts participated in current investigation and this may, more or less, affect the accuracy of final evaluation results. 
Conclusion and outlook
The expert reliability model in this paper, which is based on the similarity and variation of expert decisions not only embodies the dynamic characteristic of expert weight, but also makes the weight determing more scientific and objective. It is helpful to perfect the existing assessment methods for coal mine safety system and improve the reliability of assessment results by introducing the model into coal mine safety assessment. The empirical research shows that the model can solve the problem of expert decision reliability more objectively and scientifically, and thus improves the accuracy and reliability of assessment results. Certainly, there are some deficiencies in the research. For instance, only five experts were invited to make decisions in this empirical research. The number may be too small and will affect the accuracy of final assessment results to some extent. In practical application, more experts can be invited to make the assessment results more objective and scientifical according to the actual situation. 
